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STATEMENT	OF	TEACHING	EFFECTIVENESSAs	a	graduate	student	at	the	University	of	Virginia,	I	have	had	the	pleasure	of	teaching	two	microeconomics	courses	(Econ	3010:	Intermediate	Microeconomics	and	Econ	2010:	Principle	
of	Microeconomics)	independently.	Below,	I	present	summary	statistics	and	student	comments	that	illustrate	my	effectiveness	as	an	instructor.	The	results	are	taken	directly	from	teaching	evaluations	that	are	completed	anonymously	at	the	end	of	each	semester.		They	also	provide	a	basis	of	comparison	by	providing	aggregate	results	for	all	other	instructors	and	faculty	members	teaching	in	the	same	semester.	Full	teaching	evaluations	in	PDF	are	available	upon	request.	
SUMMARY	STATISTICSThe	below	ratings	are	based	on	the	following	scale:	1	–	very	poor2	–	poor3	–	okay4	–	good5	–	excellentThe	averages	for	student	responses	in	my	courses	are	compared	to	departmental	averages	for	similar	courses:	

Evaluation	Prompt

Intermediate	MicroSummer	2013 Principle	of	MicroSpring	2014
My	Section Economics	

Department
My	Section Economics	

DepartmentI learned a great deal in this course. 4.50 4.46 4.03 4.26Overall, this was a worthwhile course. 4.69 4.44 4.30 4.34The course's goals and requirementswere defined and adhered to by theinstructor. 4.85 4.52 4.58 4.36
The instructor’s availability outside ofclass through office hours,appointments, or informalcommunication was: 4.77 4.48 4.61 4.21
Overall, the instructor was an effectiveteacher. 4.77 4.40 4.27 4.16



SELECTED COMMENTS FROM STUDENT FEEDBACK

Intermediate Microeconomics, Summer 2013“Matthew did a great job in teaching the class. He was very organized and he knew the content ofthe course 100%. I loved the way he taught the class, and honestly, it's one of the best classesI've taken so far in my time here in UVA.”“Matthew was an instructor who consistently taught the class with pragmatism and openness.His expectations were made clear at the beginning of the session for this course which is thefoundation for future economics classes. He presented the material in a clear fashion, although attimes we did not need to know the derivations of the assumptions we make for a test or a quiz.Overall, Matthew did a superb job keeping the class and evaluations fair. Best of luck to Matthewand Albert [the TA]. They have bright future's and will make a positive impact on society in theirrespective careers.”“There is a lot material to cover in this course in just four weeks. I think that Matthew did a greatjob explaining the most significant aspects of the course given the limited time frame.”“Instructor did a phenomenal job of teaching the course in an extremely engaging manner.Would recommend this instructor highly to any friend.”“I liked the fast pace of the course. I liked the instructor. He was approachable and willing tohelp.”“I think we learned and covered a lot of material in a short amount of time and time was usedefficiently. I'm glad I took this class this summer and I think the class was formatted really well.Great instructor and ta too!”
Principle of Microeconomics, Spring 2014“I liked that the teacher gave us ample problem sets so that we had enough practice beforetaking tests and quizzes on the material. I thought that the lectures were good and that theteacher presented the material well.”“The additional presentations from outside the book were stimulating.”“[I] thought the instructor did a great job teaching and explaining materials & the problem setswere very helpful.”“I liked that Matthew's lectures went along with the book. It made it very easy to stay on top ofthe material by reading ahead in the book. I also liked that the test questions were similar toquestions we were familiar with. The problem sets that Matthew gave us definitely helpedsecure the concepts in my head for the exams.”“The presentations were organized well and there was quite a lot of class participation.”“He was available outside of class a lot and was able to explain things well.”



“The instructor was able to explain the main topics well, and he had an excellent understandingof his subject.”“The instructor knew the material very well and did a good job of presenting the material to theclass in an understandable way.”“The instructor was very organized in the way he presented lectures. It was easy to follow alongbecause the pace was good and he was very thorough. I could take notes because he wrote onthe chalkboard the key points.”“The instructor was very clear and thorough. He was very good at explaining concepts.”“Mathew presented the material very clearly and was always willing to help when someone didnot understand a concept.”“The instructor was always persistent in making sure students understood him and wasproficient in listening to the students evaluations of how to improve the course throughout thesemester.”“I really enjoyed this course, we were given a lot of opportunities to improve our grades andProfessor Shi was always willing to make adjustments to better accommodate the learning needsof the class as a whole.”“This is a great course with a great instructor.”“I loved this class!”“I enjoyed your lecture Mr.Shi !”“[G]reat course, instructor consistently asked for feedback throughout the semester so he couldimprove the course and his teaching methods to best fit our educational needs.”“I loved the material and the way it is presented. I enjoyed the author of the textbook (Colander)and I really liked coming to lecture in the morning.”“[T]he professor is very nice and understanding and seems to really care about the students.”“It was a very hard class for me but I would still recommend it.”“It was a generally interesting class that taught enough material on the subject. The instructorwas good and taught well enough.”“I would recommend this course to others. The material was interesting and my teacher made itan enjoyable course.”


